KEY BENEFITS OF

RAVNE KNIVES
Knife manufacturing technology at SIJ Ravne Systems has evolved tremendously
over the years to meet the increasing demand for cost-eﬀec�ve top-quality knives
for speciﬁc industrial applica�ons.
Our 50 years of experience and coopera�on with leading machine builders (OEM)
in R&D projects and knife users worldwide means we can customize knives to suit
your speciﬁc applica�on and special requirements.
SIJ Ravne Systems is a part of SIJ Group and as such remains the only knife
manufacturer in the world within an integrated ver�cal supply chain with access
to its own tool steel.

Cutting Costs and Product Loss with Innovative Industrial Knives

Maximized life�me

Maximized precision

Quality Assurance

We use advanced high grades of
tool steel and heat treatment
procedures to ensure the best
ra�o of hardness to safety against
cracking.

We have a specialized machine
park which enables us to achieve
the best possible dimensional
and geometrical tolerances,
ensuring op�mized performance
and precise gapping.

Our own non-destruc�ve test
laboratory provides a new
perspec�ve on product safety by
focusing on the preven�on of
internal defects to minimize the
risk of knife breakage.

Reduce the overall TCO

Ravne knives

Standard market knives

RAVNE KNIVES are be�er value in the long run
and have lower total costs of ownership (TCO)
To reduce the overall TCO throughout a knife's life cycle and create
addi�onal value for users, we have increased service life by up to
100%. This means longer periods between knife replacements, less
machine down-�me and lower resharpening costs.
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Comparison of STANDARD KNIVES and RAVNE KNIVES

Installa�on of new industrial knife
Ravne knives
Standard market knives

Re-sharpening
Ravne knives
Standard market knives

Down-�me
Ravne knives
Standard market knives

Many knife buyers are a�racted by low up-front costs. However, once they factor in changeover costs,
including labor and down�me, and also the produc�on loss, customers quickly realize that their
decision will not bring them the savings they hoped for.
This is why SIJ Ravne Systems focuses on providing high-quality knives that make high-quality cuts
and have a longer service life.

KNIVES for

METAL

KNIVES for

PAPER

KNIVES for

WOOD

KNIVES for

RECYCLING

There is always something new to discover in the world of industrial knives.
Stay connected to DURALIFE V+ KNIVES – the next genera�on
of granulator knives.
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